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THE ANEUPLOIDS OF COMMON WHEAT 
E. R. SEARS· 
INTRODUCTION 
In the organisms with which most genetic work has ~en done, the 
only aneuploid type gencnlly obtainable has been the trisomic. In the 
hexaploid common wheat ( T riticum aeuiflum L. emmd Theli. ssp. vulgare), 
however, not only trisomies but also monosamies, tetrasomics, and even 
nullisomics :m: viable. Sevent~n of the 21 possible nullisomics and onc 
tetrasomic have been described bridly (Sears, 1944) . All fouI series, mono-
somic, nullisomic, trisomic, and cccrasomic, have been completed. This 
means th:u a 0-4 dosage series is now availabk for each of the 21 chromo-
somes of when. 
The chromosomes au numbered from I to XXI, with chose of the D 
genome (the 7 chromosomes derived from Aegi/opllquarroJa) being desig-
nated XV to XXI. No distinction is made between chromosomes of the 
genome A (derived from a diploid species of Triticum) and the genome B 
(derivation unknown), chese chromosomes being lumped together as num-
bers I to XIV. Larson (1952) suggests that chromosomes II, III, IV, V, 
VI , VII, and XIV may constitute the A genome, but it is clear that for at 
least one chromosome this grouping will not hold. From the observations 
of Pathak (1940) and Camara (1943), it may safely be concluded chat one of 
the twO nucleolar chromosomes of tetraploid wheat, which has genomes 
A and B, is in the A genome. Morrison (1953) shows that the twO chromo-
somes concerned are I and X, neither of which is listed by Larson as belong-
ing to the A. As Pathak poims out, it is presumably the shoreer, satellited 
nucleolar chromosome which was derived from diploid wheat, and this 
would be chromosome X. The long, secondarily constricted chromosome 
belongs, then, to genome Bj and this is clearly chromosome I. 
Largely through tests of the ability of particular recrasomes to .:om-
pensate for particular nullisomes, it has been possible to place the 21 
chromosomes of wheat into seven homoeologous groups of three (Sears, 
1952c) . W ithin each group, the tetrasome of each chromosome compen-
sates, at least in part, for the nullisome of each of the ot her two chromo-
somes (all but 3 of the 42 nullisomic-tetrasomic combinations possible 
"R=ucb Assoo:i.",. Mhsouri Agriculrun.l Exptrim<n< S .. tion. In<i Senior Geneticist. Pield CroP' R<;>(Uch 
Broru:b. AgricuJrunl Res=cb Scrvi",. D<panmen, of Agri<u.lrute. 
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within groups have betn synthesized). None or the 29 between-groups 
combinations tested has shown compensation.* 
In the descriptions to follow of the different aneuploid types, group-
ings according to homoeology will be used. The seven groups are: 
1. I, XIV, XVII 5. V, IX, XVIII 
2. II, XIII, XX 6. VI, X, XIX 
3. III, XII, XVI 7. VII, XI, XXI 
4. IV, VIII, XV 
ORIGIN OF THE ABERRATIONS 
The primary aberrations were monosamies, from which the nullisomics 
were subsequently derived, and trisomies, which gave fise to the tenasom-
ics. Thirty-five trisomes and more than 200 monosomes were identified in 
the process of obtaining the complete series. All of the aberrations occurred 
in a single variety, Chines\": Spring W heat (presumably identical with Crop 
Introduction No. 6223 of the U. S. D epartment of Agriculture). 
T he chief sources of monosomes and trisomes, as previously indicated 
(Sears 1939, 1944), were haploids and nullisomic III. Partiallyasynaptic 
nullisomic III, being a normal segregation product of monosomic III, was 
a particularly dependable source of aberrations, although each daughter of 
a nulli-III plant was of course deficient for chromosome III. Haploids were 
an excellent source of aberrations but were of sporadiC occurrence. Only 
cwo euhaploids became available during the course of the wack. Three 
others of aberrant constitution also occurred, one of which, with a super-
numerary isochromosome, produced a number of aberrations. 
Monosomes 
Table 1 gives the fCe<J.uencies with which the 21 different monosomes 
were obtained from the various sources. Under "miscellaneous" are group-
ed the 13 obtained from trisomies, 12 from monosomies, 5 from O'Mara's 
hairy neck material (O'Mara, 1951), 1 from a plant with a translocation 
(but the monosome not involving either of the chromosomes concerned 
in the translocation), and 3 from x-rayed pollen. 
The data in Table 1 show some striking diffetences in the fre<J.uency of 
occurrence of the various chromosomes. Some of these differences ate of 
very doubtful significance, however, because not all of the monosomes avail-
able were identified. Of the 94 monosomes tested from haploids, only 66 
were identified. Identification was made by growing a population of about 
40 seedlings and selecting any of them that were aberrant to grow to ma-
rurity. If there was any doubt as to the identity of the nullisomics obtained, 
crosses were made with testets for known chromosomes. Certain mono-
"Sub.!equen, to the pr<p>noon of 'his bullerin. d1,a have been obwned w hid> sugga' 'hat tern·XII CUI pu' 
oilly compensate fo< nulli·IV, Chromosomes IV ltId XII h.". abo been found '0 ha". 10m. pairing affinity. 
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TABLE I--NU':",,'_, <'! 
n 
m 
'" V 3 
VI 5 
vn 1 , 3 
Vill 1 1 1 3 
IX ) 11 1 15 
X ) 1 3 , 
XI ) 1 2 6 
XD 2 0 0 2 
XIn ) 0 1 4 
XIV 1 0 2 3 
XV 2 12 2 21 
XVI 4 1 0 5 
xvn ) , 1 11 
xvm 0 4 2 6 
XIX 4 6 5 17 
XX 4 • 0 6 XXI 0 1 0 1 
Totals ..- Irr ,. 
'" 
somics, such as Ill , IV, and XV, segregate nullisomics in high frequency 
(~-10%), which are easily separable as seedlings, and which have adult 
characteristics permitting positive identication. All such monosomics in 
a population would tend to be identified early. Monosomics that yield low 
frequencies of nullisomics, as do V, XVIII, and XXI, would tend to be in 
the portion of the population remaining unidentified at the end of the ex-
periment, particularly if the nullisomks were difficult to distinguish from 
normal, like XXI, or were poorly viable, like XVIII . 
Of the monosomes obtained from nuIli-III, all but 4 of the 118 tested 
were identified. Therefore, the extreme differences in frequency of occur-
rence of certain of the monosomes in this material cannot be attributed to 
sampling error. As in the preliminary report (Sears, 1944) dealing with ~8 
of these monosomes, mono-IV and -XV again appear in unduly high fre-
quency. Monosomes XII, XIII, and XIV did not occur at all, and VIII, X, 
Xl , XVI, and XXI occurred but once each. These low frequencies are of 
doubtful significance, however, considering (1) the reduction in effective 
size of the population by the increased occurrence ofIV and XV, (2) the ex-
istence of the four unidentified monosomes, and (3) the possibility of in-
corren classification of mono-XIII as -II or -XX and mono-XIV as -lor 
XVII. 
No abnormalities of disuibution are obvious among the monosomes 
of miscellaneous origin. In this group, only three were nOt identified out of 
37 tested. 
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Trisomes 
The rrisomes mostly came from the same sources as the monosomes, 
that is, from haploids and from nullisomic·I1I (Table 2). Several, however, 
arose as crisomes compensating for particular nullisomes, and ochers were 
obtained from a triploid. The triploid yielded many crisomes, but only a 
few of chese had been tested when the trisomic series was completed. The 
triploid was not euploid but was mono-XI. It originated from a nulli-XI 
haploid pollinated by normal. 
TABLE a--NUMBERS OF TRlSOMES IDENTIFIED 
II 1 0 0 0 ,-. 
m 0 0 0 0 1 1 
IV 0 , 0 0 0 , 
v 0 1 0 0 0 1 
VI 0 1 0 0 0 1 
VIT 1 1 1 0 0 • VlD 1 1 0 0 0 2 
D< 1 0 0 0 0 1 
X 0 , 1 0 0 , 
XI 1 0 0 0 0 1 
XIT 1 0 1 0 0 2 
XIIT 1 0- 2- 0 0 0 1-3 
XIV 0 0 1 0 0 1 
xv 0 0 0 1 0 1 
XV, 0 0 , 0 0 , 
XVIT 1 0 0 0 0 1 
xvm 0 , 0 , 0 3 
XIX , 0 0 0 0 1 
xx 0 , 0 0 0 1 
The one other trisome originated from a plant with an isochromosome 
substituted for one normal chromosome. Plants of this constitution oc-
casionally produce gametes with both the isochromosome and its normal 
homologue. Fertilization by a normal gamete gives a 43·chromosome 
plant, with the extra chromosome an isochromosome. From this secondary 
trisomic, the primary trisomic is easily obtained. 
For identification of trisomes, the system used was different than for 
monosomes. Most chromosomes were tested as trisomes, rather than as the 
derivative extreme type, the tetrasome. Trisomies II, XIII, and XX could 
be distinguished as a group by the increased length of their awns, while 
tei.IX, with an extra dose of the squarehead gene, was compactoid. Other 
trisomics were classified only roughly as to chromosome length and then 
crossed with the appropriate testers. Toward the end of the search, when 
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but a few trisomes remained to be identified , crosses were made with only 
those testers necessary to identify the missing trisomes. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ANEUPLOIDS 
General 
Most of the nullisomics can be distinguished from normal by seedling 
chancteristics, but in nearly every case positive identification of the nulli-
somic concerned an be made only on the basis of spike characters of mature 
plants. Certain homoeologous nullisomics are very difficult to distinguish 
from each other, requiring the making of crosses for final identification. 
Monosomics, when grown under very favorable conditions, are dif-
ficult or impossible to distinguish from normal, except for mono-IX, which 
is spelcoid, non-squarehead, and lace-maturing, and mono-XVlll, which is 
late-maturing. Under less hvonble circumsWlces, most of the others devi-
ate from normal in the direction of the respective nullisomics. 
Mosc trisomies also are normal in appearance, except for tti-IX, which 
is co mpactoid, and those in homoeologous group 2, which arc narrow-
leaved and small-stemmed, and have increased awns. In general the tri-
somics tend to resemble the respective tecrasomies, but usually not suf-
ficiently thac an individual trisomic plant can be distinguished from a nor-
mal with cmainey. 
Tetrasomics tend to differ from normal in the opposite direction from 
the corresponding nullisomics, but the deviation is almost alw;.ys somewlut 
less. Vigor and fertility are below the normal co a varying extent, but not as 
much so as in the nullisomics. Every tetrasom ic is both female and male 
fertile, whereas about half the nullisomies are sterile either on the female or 
male side. 
H omoeologous Group 1 
T he three nullisomics of this group are reduced in plant height in vary-
ing degrees (Fig. 1) and have spikes thac are a little less dense than normal, 
with slightly stiffer glumes (Fig. 2) . All three nullisomics are both female 
and male fertile. On the basis of vigor and fertil ity of the nullisomics, 
chromosome I is the least essential of (he three, with XI V slightly less 
essential than XVll. T he tetrasomics are all slightly less fertile than nor-
mal, tetn-XIV being the least fertile. The monosomics and trisomics are 
essentially normal under favorable conditions. 
Chr()mosome 1 
This chromosome has less effect on vigor :md fertility than have most 
of the other chromosomes of wheat. Height is reduced around 20 per cent 
in the nullisomic, tillering is about 30 per cent less rh:1n normal, and fer-
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Figure 2. Spikes of nullisomic5 (kft) and tetruomiC5 (right) of homoeologous 
group 1, compued with norma! (center). (0.90 natural size.) 
cility is clown perhaps 75 per cen t, T he glumes are darker than normaL 
Uneau (19:50) found thac the gene for brown glumes curied by some varie-
ties was located on chromosome I. 
ChromOJome XIV 
Nulli-XIV is more dwarfed than nulli. l , being only about half normal 
height. It has leaves only one-half to two-thirds as wide as chose of nulli-I , 
which are approximately normal, and its culms are only about two-thirds 
normal in di2meter. Its spikes are shoner th2n those of nuBi. I, and its fer-
tility is subm.ntially lower. Chromosome XIV C2rries the gene for pube-
scent g lumes found in the variety Indian. 
Chromosome XVII 
Nullisomics for this chromosome are difficult to distinguish from nulli-
XIV. They tend to be aiitde less vigorous thm XlV, however, with tiller-
ing reduced to less than h2.lf of normal and fertility slightly less than XIV. 
Homoeologous Group 2 
This is a very distinctive group. All three nullisomics lie very dw:ufish, 
with gre:l.tly reduced tilleting (Fig. 3). All lie m-ale fertile but fem-ale sterile. 
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Figure 3. Nullisomic plants ofhomocologous group 2 compared with normal 
Chinese:. XX shows more tillering than is usual for this nullisomic. (0.13 na=1 size.) 
The spikes (Fig. 4) have thin. papery glumes and are completely awnless. 
The three retrasomics are virtually indistinguishable from each other. All 
have small culms and narrow leaves, with increased awn length, and with 
glurnes somewhat stiffer than normal. The trisomies are distinguishable 
from normal by their nthe! narrower leaves and longer awns. The mono-
somics ten d to be coarser than normal, with slightly shortened awns and 
reduced fertil ity except under very favorable conditions. In chis series, de-
ficiency for chromosome II seems to cause the greatest abnormality and 
xx the least. 
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Figure 4. Spikes of nullisomks (ldt) and teu ;I,somics (right) of homoeologous 
group 2, compared with oormal (center). The specimen of tetnsomic-XIIl is atypial 
in awn development, in Ihar terra-XIII is normally simibr to tetra·1I and tetra-XX in 
this respect. (Natunlsizc.) 
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Chromosome II 
Nullisomics are dwarfed to half or less of normal height, and tillering 
is also reduced to half or less. Leaves are shorter and broader than normal, 
and culms are abnormally large. Maturity is delayed. Spikes usually have 
one or more nodes with an extra spikelet borne below the normal one. 
StruCtures ranging from a narrow bract: to a complete set of flowering parts 
frequently occur becween the outer glume and the lemma. Anthers are dis-
tinctly larger than normal. There is considerable asynapsis at meiosis. The 
coarseness of stem and broadness of leaf found in the nullisomic occurs also 
in the monosomic. Culms of both are about one-third greater in diameter 
than normal, but those of the nullisomic are relatively coarser because of 
their shortness. As Larson (19:12) points out, culms of both nulli- and 
monosomic II are somewhat hollower than normal. The leaves of the mon-
osomic are, like those of the nullisomic, about :10 per cent wider tban nor-
mal, but those of the monosomic ue of normal length and those of the 
nullisomic are short. Trisomics and tetrasomics are perhaps a little shorter 
than normal, and fertiliry of the tetrasomic is somewhat reduced. 
Chromosome XlII 
N ulli-XIII has shorr leaves, but in contrast to -n, these are narrower 
than normal-reduced about 50 per cenr. Culms are smaller than with 
nuHi-II, being about normal in diameter. PlantS reach about the same 
height as those of .II, :and maturity is also delayed. Spikes are charaCterized 
by the presence of several abortive or poorly developed spikelets at the base. 
The monosomic is more similar to mono·II than is the nullisomic to nulli· 
II. Leaves of the mono are somewhat broader than normal, though not so 
broad as mono-II. Culms arc alitd e thicker than normal. Larson ( 1952) 
nOtes a gene on chromosome XIII of Chinese which inhibits solidness of 
culm. 
Chromosome XX 
Nullisomics are taller than either nulli·II or -XIII and tillering is 
somewhat nearer norma..l. Leaves are perhaps slightly narrower than nor-
mal, but their shortness makes them appear broad. Reduplication of spike-
lets occurs, as in null i-II. Monosomies have slightly thicker culms than 
normal, but leaves may be a little narrower chan normal. Seeds of the tetra· 
somic ate small. Unrau (1950) has located the gene for compactum (club) 
head type on this chromosome. larson (1952) finds a gene on chromosome 
XX for inhibition of solidness of culm. The variery Red Egyptian carries 
a gene on XX for seedling resistance to black stem rust, P"cania graminiJ 
trilici (Sears and Rodenhiser, unpublished). The work of Peterson and his 
colleagues (Peterson and Masson, 1939; Goulden, 1950) had shown that 
the same gene, giving resistance to a large number of races, was present in 
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McMurachy and certain Kenya varieties; and recent findings of Peterson 
and A. B. Campbell (private communication) confirm the presence of this 
gene on chromosome XX. 
Homoeologous Group 3 
Nullisomics of group 3 are recognizable as seedlings by their narrow, 
short, sciff leaves. Manue nullisomic pl:tnts (Fig. 5) are dwarf and narrow-
leaved, with short spikes (Fig. 6). Both female and male fertility are ex-
hibited, bue boch are very low in nulli-XVL Monosomics, trisomies, and 
cerrasomics cend to be nearly normal, but with considerable reduction in 
fertility of the tetrasomics, particularly in the upper half of the spike. The 
tetnsomics are rather late in maturing. Chromosome XVI appears co be 
most essential to the plant and chromosome XII least essential. 
1 , 
I I I 
• 
'1 
• 
/ 
Figure 5. Nullisomic pbnt$ of homoeologou$ group 3 comp:ored with normal 
Chine$(:. (0.12 nuurusize.) 
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ill NORMAL m· 
, 
Figure 6. Spikes of nllllisomics (left) :lnd tetN.somics (right) of homoeologoll$ 
group}, compared with normal (center). (O.8~ n:lt\ll"aJ site.) 
Chromosome III 
Nulli-III phnn ue usually :lbout h2lf norm21 height. Tillering is 
2bout normal . Le2Ves ue 2bout one-h2lf normal width. Culms ue only 
slightly. if any, smaller than normal. Partial asynapsis occurs 2t meiosis. 
Ne2tby's (1933) virescent gene is located on this chromosome, as is a gene 
for necrotic leaves obtained by the late Dr. Luther Smith of Washington 
State College from atomic-bombed material (Smith, private communica-
tion, and Sears, unpublished). 
Chromosome X II 
T he nullisomics ue t21ler than nuIli-III, sometimes :ltt2ining 2bout 
three-fourths normal. height. They are little, if any, more fertile than nulli-
Ill. Leaves are about as narrow as those of nulli-III, but are somewhat 
longer. 
Chromosome XVI 
This nullisomic is conspicuously woker chan either III or XII. Tiller-
ing is only about one-h:l.lf norm21. Root development is so poor thar pl2nts 
frequently brok loose from thell" root system. Leaves are less than half the 
normal width. The culm is twisted in the internode JUSt below the spike, 
and the spike itself is bent and twisted. Awns are somewh2t increased in 
length. Marutity is dehyed, and fertility is a.lmOSt entirely bOOng. Chromo-
REsEARCH BUllETIN ~72 
some XVI curies a gene for red seeds in the vuiel}' Chinese (Sea.rs, 1944) . 
T he gene responsible for the chaI":lcteristics of T. sphtUT()co«um is also lo-
cated on this chromosome (Sears, 1947). Unn.u (19~O) found a modifier 
on Chinese XVI affecting the resistance of Feder:lfion 41 to bunt. 
Homoeologous Group 4 
This is the mOSt heterogeneous of the seven groups. Chromosomes IV 
wd XV have very simi1u effectS, but VllI differs considerably. Nullisomics 
of ill three have narrow leaves wd slender culms. Mature plants (Fig. 7) 
are dwarfed and male sterile. Chromosome VDI is deuly the most essential 
of the chree. with XV probably slightly more essential than IV. 
, 
\ 
\ , 
• 
• 
• 
\ 
.\ , I, 
I , I I 
r 
i , 
\ 
Figure: 7. Nullisomic pllna of homoeologous gwup" compued with norml1 
Chinese:. The: nulli.IV pi1nt was gwwn in a lcss f.r.vOr:lble: season thln nulli·XV. which 
it norm1l1y resembles in size: lnd vigor. (o.n natural size.) 
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Chromosome I V 
Nullisomic IV phnts have leaves about one-half normal width, but 
of approximately normal length. Culms are about one-half as thick as nor· 
mal. The mature plant is one-half to two-thirds normal in height. Anthers 
do not ordinarily dehisce. Seeds of the nuliisomic [end to be longer and 
shallower than nonnal, while those of the tetrasomic are short. Monosomic 
and trisomic planes and spikes are very similar to normal, and the tetra-
somic differs only in a slight reduction in fertility . 
Chromosome VIII 
Nulli-VIII differs from nuUi-IV in being narrower leaved (about one-
third normal), shorter in height (one-half normal or less), profuse in tiller-
ing (about twice as many tillers as normal), and later in maturity. T he 
spike (Fig. 8) is only about half as long as that of nuHi·IV. The tetrasomic 
has most of the expected plant characters, including a tendency toward 
thick culms, buc each of its leaves has onc or morc necrotic areas. The 
leaves tend to wither and die prematurely, and the plants grow slowly and 
mature late. Spikes (Fig. 8) are poorly fertile and often deformed. Chromo· 
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Figurc 8. Spikcs of nullisomics (lcft) and cecnsomics (right) of homoeologous 
group 4, compared with norma.l (centcr) . (Natural size.) 
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some VIII carries the dominant hooded gene, which causes the awn to be 
short and bent. The nullisomic therefore differs from normal and the other 
:meuploids in having longer, straighter awns. Larson (1952) found a gene 
on Chinese VIII which promotes solidness of culm, and Sears and Roden-
hiser (unpublished) located seedling resistance to stem ruSt on Hope VIII. 
Chromosome XV 
T his chromosome is difficult to distinguish from IV by its effects. 
Nulli-XV, however, bears a shorter spike, which protrudcs less above the 
uppermost IC2.f. .Also, its anthers normally dehisce. The pollen produced 
is normal in appearance, but is unable to induce seed development. 
H omoeologous Group 5 
T he chromosomes of chis group have in co mmon a tendency to in-
crea~ the diameter of culms ~nd the brodth of lC2.ves. Nullisomics (Fig. 
9) consequently aU have narrow lC2ves and slender culms. The effect on 
culms carries over intO the cetn.somics, which have thicker culms than nor· 
mal. T he nullisomics are aU late in maturity. Their spikes (Fig. 10) are 
reduced in size and have small glumes and seeds. They are female fertile 
and male sterile. Chromosome XVIII is the most essemial, with V perhaps 
slightly more essential than IX. 
Chromosome V 
Leaves of the nullisomic are about one-half normal width, :md culms 
are slightly more th:m one-half normal thickncss. T he plants reach about 
two-thirds to three-fourths norm al height. Marurity is delayed a few days. 
Monosomics tend to have narrow culms and small spikes. Tetc1somics lle 
shorter than normal, with cul ms about 2~ per cem thicker than normal. 
Tem,somic spikes tend co be shorter and broader than normal, with COllse 
glumes and somewhat larger seeds. 
Chromosome IX 
This is the spdtoid chromosome, which, in the variety Chinese, carries 
a recessive gene Q for suppression of the spdtoid effect and fot squarehead 
spike,· and a dominant gene for pubescent nodes. The nullisomic is can· 
sequend y speltoid, non-squarehead, and non-pubescent. Leaves and culms 
are about one-half normal width. Glumes are small and sti ff. T he mono-
somic has a culm of about two-thirds normal diameter and a spike which 
· Spol"" suppression and "'IlJUCiIead "= formerl, utribu~ co ""' diJI"<ttn. pes, j ond f, ba.ed obcu. 
6' aotfIO"m" ...,ito .put. Moe Kq (19).), howe-oet, >1>0", . 11, .. both df<CtS at. d"" to on. tnd.he ....... smc. 
He: _,. d., this g<nc to ~ dominan<, ~ .. _ i • ...,..,tu in ~ di$tiftt;t............, &0... rypc .. ben hcfctOll''''''''' ~ one! 
ocaordintly dcsigm= ;, Q. In <he Yaricry Chin .... he ~ it onl, potti:aJ1y dornirun,; in {oct i. is NIIJ ~Y( 
1.$/'" 0$ the: "".reha<! di' .... i, concerned. Mac Kc-y .1>0""1_ •• ",, fha. in comi n ",her .... ,;.,.in of wbn, the: 
hct."'rygo •• i, ,looe. to VUlglK .ltan 10 ' pcl",id if all ,be: pLe;OtrOpic .11'« .. of Q .rt considctd. 
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Figure 9. N ull isomic plants of homoeologous group' compared with normal 
Chinese. The nulli-IX pbnr, grown under apecial ly favorable conditions, shows un-
usual vigor for chis nullisomic. (0.1 U natural size.) 
is easily identifiable by tbe stiffness of its glumes (spcltoid effect) and lui£), 
(non-squarehead effect). The monosomic spike, with a non-compact tip, is 
longt=r than normal. The gene Q in rhr~ doses (rrisomic) gives a compac-
toid spike, and the eerrasomic is similar to T. cqmpaaum. There is also 2n 
effect on plane height, presumably due to Q. Under the mOSt f2voC2ble con-
ditions, the nullisomic is {2llest, followed by the monosomic, the disomic, 
the trisomic, and the tetraSomic, respectively. In diameter of culm a gC2du-
2ted effea is also present, each 2dclition21 dose of chromosome IX m2lcing 
for greater thickness, until the tetr2somic is about one-third thicker than 
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Figure 10. Spikes of nuUisomies (left) and tetnsomics (right) ofhomoeoJogous 
group '. compared with normal (center). (0.8' nawraJ site.) 
normal. Tb<: g<:n<: Q in single dos<: is r<:larivdy indf<:ctiv<: in suppressing 
th<: spdroid condition, bur in excra dos<= (trisomic and rerrasomic) it resultS 
in lu,gtr, more: fragile glumes. Pubescence of noo<: shows an increasing df<:ct 
with dosages up to and including four. Chromosom<: IX in Chinese carri<:s 
a gene or genes promoting early mllturity, but to 2 l<:ss<:r extent chan does 
chromosom<: IX of th<: variety Hope. UnI2.u (1950) found IX to have one 
of che twO genes for spring habit in Chinese. The b1 gene for non·inhibition 
of awn devdopment is locaced on this chromosom<:, but little effect of 
dosage is appuent, except chat nullisomics may have slightly increased awns 
(5<=, 19«). 
Chr() m ()$() me XVIII 
Pillnts nullisomic for chromosom<: XVIII u<: more difficult to grow 
thlln 2ny ocher nullisomic. Th<:y g row very slowly in th<: se<:dling stage 
2nd often do noc surviv<: this euly period. Presumably this slow early 
growth is the result of the absence of 2 gene or g<:n<:s fo r <:arly macurity 
carried by this chromosome. At any race, nuUi·XVIII is the brest maturing 
of aU th<: nullisomics. T illering is reduced to less chan half of normlll, and 
leaves llnd culms llr<: only about half the normal diam<:cer. The spike is 
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similar to that of nulJi-V. Monosomics are identifiable by their lateness. 
Tetra-XVIII is very similar to tetra-V. It is the earliest maturing of all 21 
terrasomlCS. 
Homoeologous Group 6 
The nullisomks of this group ( Fig. 11) are characterized by narrow 
leaves, slender culms, and narrow, spreading oueer glumes which give the 
spikes (Fig. 12) a straggly appearance. All three nullisomics are female 
fe:rtile, although the fertility of nulli-X may be very low due to pistillody. 
Nulli-VI and particuarly nulli-XIX are somewhat fertile as males. Mono· 
somics, trisomies, and te:trasomics differ little from normal. Chromosome 
XIX is dearly the least essential of this group, and chromosome X probably 
the most essential. 
Chromosome VI 
Nullisomic plants are dwarf-only about one-half normal height. 
Tillering tends to be reduced. Leaves are one-half to two-thirds normal 
, 
, 
• 
\ 
\ 
• 
~ 
,I '. 
, 
1m / , /' 
Figure 11. Nullisomic plantS of hom~ologous group 6 compared with normd 
Chinese. (0.115 natur:ol size.) 
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Figure 12. Spikes of nullisomics (left) and teuuomics (righe) of homoeologou! 
group 6, compaw::l with normal (center). (0.90 naru.n1 size.) 
width, and culms about three-fourths normal diameter. Spikes ue about 
one-half normal length. Chromosome VI of the v2Ciety Red Egyptian car-
ries :a gene for seedling resistance to stem rust (Sears and Rodenhiser, un-
published). 
Chromosome X 
Nulli-X is simil:a.r in plam characteristics to nulli.VI, although the 
amount of tillering tends to be nearer normal in .X, and in some seasons 
nulli- X has necrotic patches similar to tetra-VIII. In the variety ChincS(:, 
the spikes (Fig. 11) are strikingly different in that nulli-X has increased 
awn development. This is because chromosome X carries a domin2nt gene 
for inhibition of awns. Pist illody of nuUi-X resultS in some florets having 
all three stamens replattd by pistils; 2nd m:I.OY florets with fewer th~ three 
pistilloid stamens are also infertile. In addition to the awn inhibitor , 
chromosome X carries twO complementary dominant genes for stem-ruse 
resistance (in the variety Timstein; Sears and Rodenhiser, 1948), one of 
twO complementary genes for seedling leaf-rust resistance (in the variety 
Pawnee; l ivers, 1949), and a gene for mature-plant resisunce to leaf-rust 
(in Chinese; Unrau, private communication). The awn inhibitor has little, 
if any, increased effect in the trisomic and tetrasomic. 
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Chromosome X I X 
Nulli-XIX can be described easiest as a taller and slightly more vigor-
ous nulli-VI, with longer, more fertile spikes. Plants are about three-fourths 
normal height and spikes about as long as normal. 'T he best spikes on high-
ly vigorous plants set a few seeds from selfing. T his chromosome in the 
variety T hatcher carries a gene fo r seedling resistance to stem rust (Sears 
and Rodenhiser, unpublished). On Chinese XIX there is a gene which 
inhibits solidness of culm (Larson, 1952). 
Homoeologous Group 7 
These threl!'! chromosomes are less essential co the plane chan any others, 
apparently in the order VII , XXI , XI, with VII only slighcly less essential 
than XXI. Nullisomies differ very li ttle from normal in the sel!'!dling stages, 
and adult plantS (Fig. 1;) are distinguishable only by a slight rl!'!duccion in 
vigor and h6ght and by certain spike characters (Fig. 14). T he fl!'!rtility of 
nullisomics VII and XXI is nearly normal, but is greatly reduced in XI by 
pistillody. Monosomics and trisomies are essentially normal, but all three 
terrasomics are reduced in vigor and fertility. In facc, the tetrasomics of 
this group are among the least vigorous of the entire series. 
\ 
" > ~ "" , " 
-. .n, .. • , 
.\ ' ( 'I, ~ .. I' \" :-'~ ',) ~- l~ ' .. ~"' ) " ;\.1 ' , ,. , , '/ 
~11~ 1' .• ./( .. ~,j .' . 
- 1" .::~-V ~~Ii 1 .' .t"~~ /, ;,~ '~ (" ~ ~ ., ~.~ ; ~A f 
., . 
: ! i' ~\ ;-, 
,{i , tt ! , ~ ., • Y' i 
•• 
'lIl/ Xl XXI NORMAL lZIl Xl r XXI 
Figure 14. Spikes of nullisomics (left) and retrasomics (righc) of homOCQlogous 
group 7, compared with normal (cenret"). (O.9~ natural size.) 
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Chromosome VII 
Nulli- VII has slightly narrower leaves than normal, is a little shoner 
chan normal, and has spikes of about three-fourths normal length which 
tend to be sterile toward the tip. Tetrasomic plants are a little shorter than 
normal and have spikes shortened about one-third in length and tending 
toward poor fertility. 
Chromosome XI 
The effects of chromosome XI are fairly distinct from those of VII 
and XXI in the nullisomic. N uIli-XI spikes usually show considerable 
pistillody and are relatively infertile. Plants are little different, showing 
some reduction from normal in tilleting and being of essentially normal 
heig ht and appearance. T he tetrasomic has narrow leaves and slender 
culms. Chromosome XI in the variety Hope carries a gene for red color of 
coJeoptile, and in (he variety Axminster (Sears and Rodenhiser, unpub-
lished) carries a gene for resistance to mildew (Erysiphe graminis tritid). 
Chromosome XXI 
Nulli-XXI is vety similar to nulli-VII, al though tillering is perhaps a 
little less. Tetra- XXI is dwarfed somewhat more than tetra-VII. Accotd-
ing to larson (1952) this chromosome strongly inhibits solidness of culm 
in the varieties S-615 and Chinese. 
MORPHOLOGY OF CHROMOSOMES 
EffortS to identify the chromosomes of wheat by their morphological 
characteristics (Camara, 1943, 1944; Levitsky, ttai.) 1939) have been only 
partly successful, because some chromosomes are almost identical with 
others. T he measurements have been made on root-tip chromosomes. 
W ith monosomics it is possible co study chromosome morphology at 
meiosis, because a monosome does nO,t pair at the reduction division like 
the reSt of the chromosomes, but instead remains alone off the place until 
the paired chromosomes have separated and started ro the poles. Then it 
usually comes onto the plate and divides, At the second division the be-
havior of its daughter halves is again exceptional, in that they do not divide 
but lag on the plate and either go at random to one pole or the other or 
else misdivide (Sanchez-Monge and Mac Key, 1948; Sears, 1952a; Morri-
son, 1953). Measurement at meiosis has the advantage that the identi ty 
of the chromosomes being measured is known independently of the mea-
surement. 
Morrison (1953) made second telophase (T II) measurements of all 
the chromosomes except XIV, presenting his results in the form of idio-
grams. He noted a secondary constriction in chromosome I and a similar 
constriction, not always ptesent, in X. T hese constrictions are assumed 
to represent nudeolus-organizing regions. 
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Figure 15. Monosome V (I ) It meaphlSC' I and (b) at tdophuc: II, and monosome 
XVII at (c) MI and (d) TIl, to iIluHra.te along and a short monosome at these twO 
stag<:$. The disparity in length between the twO chromosomes is greater at TIl than II 
,n. 
In Table; are presented measurements from camera lucida drawings 
of the monosomes at nrSt metaphase (M I) and T II. As indicated, the 
number of measurements made was greater than six in only one C1se, and 
sometimes was only twO; consequently, no Significance can be attached to 
the smaller differences. The greatest variation at M I was shown by chromo-
some VIII, which ranged from 5.28 co 6.62 in four measurements, and at 
T ·I1 by chromosome XV, which varied from ).28 to 8.38 in three measure-
menu. Some of the T II variation may have been due to occasional usc of 
univalents whic h had failed to be included in either daughter nucleus at 
T I, although these were excluded fro m the computations wherever they 
could be identified with certainty. Such chromosomes are often much 
longer than normal T II univalents. 
It is clear that differences in length are more pronounced at T II (Fig. 
1 ~b, d) then at M I (Fig. l)a, c). The four shonest chromosomeS:iH T II 
averaged only 24 per cent longer than at M I, while the four longest were 
67 per cent longer at T II than at M 1. This augmentation of length dif-
fe rences, coupled with the faCt that the twO arms can be measured separate-
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Iy :I.t T II but usually noc at M I, makes T II the preferable stage for study. 
In general, the cotallength at T II appears to be closely correlated with that 
atM I. 
The measurements obtained at T II are in reasonable agreement with 
Morrison's idiograms. The greatest discrepancies are for chromosome Ill, 
which Morrison shows to be sharrer and less nearly ~ual-armed; V, shom:r 
and more nearly equal armed; VI, longer; VIII, longer; XII, longer and 
less nearly equal-armed; XIII, more nearly equal-armed; XVII , longer; 
XVII I, longer. Smaller differences may be noted for II , which Morrison 
shows longer and more nearly equal-armed; VII, Jess nearly ~ual-armed; 
IX , sharrer; and XVI and XX, less nearly equal-armed. Presumably most 
of these differences are attributable to variations bc::tween plants or even 
between individual cells, with the true mean values lying somewhere be-
tween those given in Table 3 and chose given by Morrison. As far as total 
TABLE 
Arm raUo 
5 8.71 , 8.87 10.92 1.25:1 , 8.47 10.42 1.38:1 
C< 5 8.43 9.81 1.79:1 
X , 8.81 9.10 1.05:1 
Xl 3 8.27 9.10 1.21:1 
XXI , • 6.16 9.06 1.17:1 
'" 
, 3 5.54 '.M 1.13:1 
Vll 
" 
3 ~.93 8.76 1.24:1 
XU • 5 6.21 8.50 1.15:1 XX • 3 5.58 8.18 1.23 :1 II • 
, 5.52 8. 11 1.26:1 
vm • 2 5.85 7.!H 1.55:1 XV1 3 3 5.86 7.45 1.37:1 
XlV , , 4.67 7.34 1.91:1 
XV • 3 4.90 6.85 1.80:1 VI • 5 4.71 6.26 1.12:1 XC< 5 3 4.22 ~.90 1.11:1 
xvm • • '.93 5.77 1.82:1 XVll • 3 ~.02 5.55 1.82:1 
lengths are concerned. the M I measurements may be used as a check on 
T II. For chromosomes III and XII, the M I data agree with Morrison's idio-
grams in indiO-ting that the T II values in Table 3 are too large for III and 
toO small for XII. 
As indinted by Morrison, chromosome I has a secondary constriction 
in che short arm. This constriction divides the arm into a proximal 65 per 
cent and a distal 35 per cent. None of the chromosome X's observed at T II 
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had a secondary constriction, but Morrison did nOt find the constriction in 
all cells either. 
It is evidently not possible to distinguish all the chromosomes on the 
basis of T Il measuremencs. XV, XVII, and XVIII, for example, are not 
much differenc in total length, and have nearly che same arm racio. VI 
and XIX are similar, which is of special interest beo.use these twO chromo-
somes :ue genetically homoeologous. Likewise, II and XX, both in homee-
ologous group 2, measure about the same. IV and XXI , though belonging 
to different groups, measured very nearly the same. 
The most unequal·armed chromosome is V, which also has the long~t 
single arm. The nearest co having equal arms apparently is X; although 
several others, including the shon chromosomes VI and XIX , are perhaps 
not significantly less nearly equal-armed. 
Efforts to use the meiotic measurements co identify the chromosomes 
measured by Camara (1943. 1944) meet with lime success. In pan this must 
be the result of inaccuracies due to small numbers of measurements in the 
presenc study (and presumably in Morrison's) , and in part it may be attrib-
uted to differences of varieties, many of which possess reciprocal transloca-
tions with respect to each other. Possibly length relacionships may be differ-
ent at T II than in rOQ( tips. W hether due to these or o ther causes, there 
:ue:: some:: striking diffe::rences in the re::sults. About the only thing which 
seems ce:: rtain is thal Camara's chromoso me 4 is chtomosome L In his list 
the only long, strongly he::te::robrachial chromosome:: is his number 1, belong-
ing to the:: D genome::, whe::reas in the:: prese::nt study the:: most hete::robrachial 
chromosome::, V, is in the:: A or B gc=nome:: and is second longest of the:: e::ncire 
21. T wo long, strongly heterobrachial chromosome::s are listed by Camara in 
che D genome, where::as none was noted in the pre::se::nc study nor in Morri-
son's. On the:: other hand, Camara found no short, stIongly he::terobnchial 
D-genome:: chromosomes, while che:: present study showro thret of thesc=, md 
Morrison noced foue with an arm ratio of ac least 1.5 to 1. Camara listS only 
three shOrt D-genome chromosomc=s instead of four as found here. Camara's 
me::asure::me::ntS are roughly comparable to the present M I measureme::n tS, 
alchough the:: longc=st chromosomes measure slightly longer in the:: root tips . 
BREEDING BEHAVIOR 
Mo nosomics and N ullisomics 
In a pre::viou5 report (Se::ars, 1944 ) data were given on che freque::ncy 
with which nullisomics had been obtained from th e:: rc=speccive monosomics. 
It W2S pointed out that the::se fre::quencie::s app:uendy depe:: nded on the 
amount of male transmission, female transm ission being about 25 per cenc 
( = 75 per cent transmission of the:: de::ficiency ) re::gardless of the:: chromosome 
conce::rne::d. Subsequent work has not altered this conclusion; in faer, analysis 
of 785 fe::mak gamete::s of mono-IX showe::d 23.4 pc:r ce::nt transmission of the 
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monosome or derivative isochromosomes ;1nd telocentrics (~ars, 1952a). 
Additionot..l dua holVe been obuined on the frequency of nulHsomic off-
spring from all but one of the 17 monosomes included in the 1944 report, 
and four monosomes subsequently idendfied. The data for ot..I]21 ace given 
in Table 4. 
Some of the frequencies given in the table are more reliable than others. 
As indicated previously, most families were classified as seedlings and all 
plams discarded except the suspected nullisomics and a few others. These 
were chen grown to maturity (excepc in some families involving chromo-
somes III and IV), and part or all were examined cytologically. One obvious 
source of erroc in chis procedure is that some nullisomics are difficulc to dis-
tinguish from normal , and thus some of the nullisomics in certain families 
may have been discarded ;1S seedli ngs. This would apply particularly to 
nullisomics I , VII, XI, and XXI. In the case of XXI , however, the only 
&mi.lies considered in making the alculation in Table 4 were tho~ in which 
TABLE 
Monosome Number Number Percent COnfirmed 
Involved plants n\lUlsomlc nullisomiC CytoIO~CalIY 
I 671 16 :u I 
n '62 .. 5.0 
" m 2682 205 7.' 
" IV 2159 138 '.4 52 
V 1431 14 1.0 5 
VI 596 15 2.' , 
vn .85 
" 
1.4 10 
vm 192 7 3.' 3 
IX .32 
" 
3.4 1 
X HS7 13 0.' • XI 331 11 3.3 • xu 125 3 2-' 3 
XlD 255 • 2-' 0 XIV 381 8 2.1 • XV 1924 113 5.' 38 
XVI 
'" 
35 5.8 17 
xvn 1109 27 2.4 17 
xvm 575 5 0.' 2 
XIX l OS4 30 2.8 11 
xx 572 25 ... • XXI 177 2 1.1 2 
ot..Il the planes, or a nndom sample, had been grown co marucity and analyzed 
cytologically. 
A second source of error in the procedure above is that some nulli-
somics could not be distinguished with certainty from planes with a mono-
tela- or mono-isosome except through cytological study. Since these deriva-
tive monosomes occur with fairly high fre'luency in the variety Chinese 
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(Seus, 1952a), an appreciable fraction of the indicated nullisomics may ac-
tually have been monosomic. The nullisomics difficult to distinguish from 
plants with a monOtelo- or mono-isosome are III, IV, V, VI, VII , IX, XI, 
XII, XV, XVIII, and XXI. Probably the only chromosomes where this 
source of error was actually of importance, however, were III , IV, and VI. 
Nulli-III is readily distinguishable from monotelo-III at maturity, but many 
plants classified as nulli-III were discarded as seedlings, at which time the 
distinction is not easily made. Plants with an isochromosome for the long 
arm of V, IX, or XVIII are essentially normal; hence, it is likely that mono-
somics for JUSt the shorr arm of any of these chromosomes would be very 
similar to the particular nullisomic. Such nullisomic-like monosomics have 
not been found, however, and the data for these three chromosomes are too 
few to indicate much concerning the possible frequency of these monotelo-
somics. An appreciable fre<Juency would mean that male gametes carrying 
this telocentric have a great advantage over the totally deficient gametes, 
and this seems unlikely. Although nuUisomics for VII, XI, XII, and XXI 
are not easily distinguished from the monotelosomics, most or all of the 
presumed nullisomics for these chromosomes were confirmed cytologically. 
Mono-XV gives rise only rarely to monotelo- and mono-isosomes. 
Although the frequency of nullisomics obtained from mono-XXI is 
given in Table 4 as 1.1 per cene, this nullisomic has actually never been ob-
tained in pure Chinese material. The twO nullisomic planes accounting for 
the 1.1 per cent were obtained following hybridization with other varieties. 
One came from an F2 involving the variety Pilot and one after the second 
backcross to mono-XXI following hybridization with Thatcher. NulIi-
somics were also obtained in the second and fourth backcrosses to mono-
XXI Chinese following hybridization with Hope. There is reason to sus-
pect that this and other nullisomics may appear with increased fre<Juency in 
segregating generations. On the other hand, although the value of 1.1 per 
cent may be tOO high for the occurrence of nulli-XXI from mono-XXI in 
pure Chinese wheat, there is little reason co believe that the real frequency 
is zero. Before it was realized that nulli-XXI was indistinguishable from 
normal in the seedling stage, over 1500 seedlings were grown, but fewer 
tban 10 per cent of tbese were grown to maturity and examined cytological-
ly. Only 78 were analyzed which conStituted entire families or wbich were 
reasonably tandom samples from larger families. 
In summary, the fre<Juency of nullisomics given is probably toO small 
in the case of chromosomes I , VII, and XI, and somewhat tOO large for III , 
IV, and VI. 
Data are available concerning the conseancy of a few nullisomic lines-
tbose which set selfed seed. T hese data are presented in Table 5. Not in-
cluded is nulli-III, which SetS selfed seed but is partially asynaptic and hence 
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TABLE 5--CBROMOSOME CONSTITUTION OF SELFED OFFSPRING 
VD 
XI 
XII 
20 pairs. 
nOt suitabl~ to maim~nanc~ as a nullisomic 1in~. Th~ ~ight nullisomics 
liSted are r~onably stable, only 17 offspring of aberrant constitution having 
been nOted among a toW of 191. In at least four of th~ ~ight offspring with 
a ttisom~, the uisome was one that compensat~d to som~ ~xtent for (he 
nullisome. These wer~ (h~ twO from nuUi.I, th~ one from nulli.Xl,:and the 
one from nulli·XIV. This is in line with th~ re1ults of Kihara and Wab· 
kuwa ( 1 93~) and Marsumura (1947) with nullisomics of the D·g~nom~ 
(chromosomes XV to XXI ) of wh~at. Comp~nsating trisomes appear~d 
in s~veral of th~ir nullisomic lines. Ma.le gamet~s possessing an ~xtra 
chromosom~ ar~ favored when the ~xtta chromosome tends to compensate 
for the missing one. 
Trisomies and Tetrasomics 
In a previous paper (Sears, 1944) preliminary observations w~r~ re· 
port~d on the breeding behavior of trisomies. Data hav~ subsequ~ntly been 
collected for all but ui-IX and are presented in Table 6. Tei-IX is excluded 
b~C2us~ rern·IX was obtained in the progeny of a plant which was mono-
somic for an unidentified chromosome as well as trisomic for IX. 
The percema.ge1 given for frequ~ncy of tetnSOmics are minimum values 
in almost all cases, sinc~ usually l~ss than half of each population was ex-
amin~d cytologically. However, practically all populations were grown to 
maturity, at which time all of th~ t~rnsomics wer~ distinguishable. There 
remains the possibility that a few tetnsomics may have bt:en overlook~d in 
som~ of the earliest.grown families, when the characteristics of the tetra· 
somics being sought w~re not yet known. 
Numbers are obviously so small for XIII and XIX that no significance 
can be attached to th~ high values obtained for tetrasomic frequ~ncy. Ac· 
tually, with no population having more than five tetrasomics, the error is 
latg~ fo r ~very tetrasomic frequency. As indicated in the previous publica· 
tion, the range in frequency of tetrasomics is comparable to that for nulli· 
somics from monosomies-from around 1 per cem to about 10 per cent. 
It was suggested in the 1944 p2per that female transmission of th~ extra 
chromosome was 2bout 40 per cenc, with somewhat higher pollen crans· 
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~;~~T~"~L=E==~~~~~~~TETRASOMICS IN PROGENIES OF 
IT 41 5 • m 
" 
39 1 
IV 
" 
73 3 
V 30 • 1 ., 39 
" 
1 
VIT 29 6 1 3.' 
vm 130 115 2 l.5 
IX 0 0 0 
X 62 13 3 5.' 
XI ,. 13 I 2.9 
xn 109 
" 
3 2. ' 
xm • • I 12.5 XIV .. • 1 '.2 XV 20 2 2 10.0 
XVI 183 ., I 0.5 
XVIT 
" 
I5 1 I.' 
xvm 109 
" 
2 I. • 
XIX • 7 1 12.5 XX 50 2 2 '.0 
"'" 
58 9 5 '.6 
ToW IB6 m- y ""'iT 
mission of the extra chromosome chan of the deficiency for the same chro-
mosome from monosomies. This is borne out by data from fa milies that 
were completely analyzed cyrologically (Table 7). The five different tri-
TABLE 7--CUROMOSOME CONSTITUTION 
concerned plants tetrasomle trlsomie dis omle trisomic 
ill 23 0 12 11 52 
IV 55 1 I9 35 35 
VI 39 1 22 
" " vm 115 I 50 
" 
41 
XVI ., 0 22 25 ., 
Totals 279 3 I25 m 
" 
somes show frequencies of from 35 to 56 per cent trisomic offspring, with 
an average of 45 per cent. To obtain the observed frequency of tetrasomes in 
this gcoup of populations would require thac only 2-3 per cent of the male 
gameces carry the extra chromosome. The five trisomes concerned here, 
however, happen to be ones which gave low frequenci es of tetrasomes. On 
the average, considering all 20 trisomes in Table 7, about 7 per cent of male 
transmission is indicated. This is about twice the frequency of functioning 
chromosome-deficient male gametes from monosomics. However, this is 
only an average, and it would appear that deficiencies for certain chromo-
somes, as III and XVI, may be more readily transmissible through the pol-
len than are duplications for the same chromosomes. 
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Most of the tetrasomic lines have been fitidy constant, produCing 80 
per cent or more of tetrasomic offspring (Table 8). Some, however, not-
ably Ill, IV, XII, and XVI, have yielded only about ~o per cent tetrasomic 
offspring. Most of the non-tetnsomics produced have b«:n trisomies, and 
a few have been normal disomic offspring. 
n 
m 
IV 
V 
VI 
vn 
VIU 
IX 
x 
XI 
XU 
xm 
XIV 
XV 
XVI 
xvn 
xvm 
XIX 
xx 
IOn 
TABLE 8- -CRR",,,,.,,, "~'''''1'r: ' ''1''!'. OF OFFSPRING 
" " 
,. 80 8 0 
" 
22 11 50 , I 
.. 30 16 53 12 , 
" 
18 15 83 3 0 
" 
15 12 80 , I 
" " 
,. 83 5 0 
" 
60 ., 18 13 0 
35 15 14 93 I 0 
32 18 16 89 , 0 
" 
14 14 "0 0 0 
" 
39 
" 
51 18 I 
" " " 
80 3 I 
14 7 • .. I 0 16 14 14 100 0 0 
3I 
" 
8 .. 11 0 
.. 
" 
21 
" 
7 0 
" " " " 
8 I 
32 
" 
13 85 • 
, 
.. 16 14 87 , 0 
14 8 • 100 0 0 
TELOCEN TRICS AN D ISQCHRQMQSQMES 
O rigin 
ok 
0 
1 hap-
loid 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 telo 
0 
0 
Either a telocentric or an isochromosome or both have b«:n obtained 
for e2.ch of the 21 chromosomes. Extensive data for chromosome IX (Sears, 
19~2a) showed that on the female side about 18 per cent of transmitted 
monosomes were telocentric and 12 per cent iso for one or the other arm. 
These values translate inco 4.2 per cem and 2.8 per cent of female gametes 
carrying a celo:ll1d iso, respectively, since 76.4 per cent Clrried no chromo-
some IX or derivative. On the male side, there is probably very little trans· 
mission of either tela- or iso-IX except telo-IX involving the long arm. 
Pollen carrying this chromosome should compete fairly successfully with 
normal, whereas that with the short-arm telo, short-arm iso, or long-arm i50 
would be: so seriously unbalanced as to have little chance of functioning in 
competition with normal. 
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The only dara available for the other 20 chromosomes are from selfed 
monosomics. These data are presented in Table 9. The figures are mainly 
of value for indicating that the telos and isos appear rathet frequently. In 
most cases the percentage of isos and telos, calculated from the number of 
plantS exa mined cytologically, is probably tOO high, for the plants exam-
TELOCENTRICS AND lSOCHROMOSOMES 
Chromosome No. e;r:;unined Dulil - telo- w,'" exam. with 
II 
'" 
.. 
ill 2682 
'" '" 
, 9.' 
IV 2159 
". 139 • 
,.. 
V 1431 80 .. , ' .0 
V< 59. 83 
" 
, , 16.9 
vn '85 55 
" 
, , 16.4 
Vill 183 
" 
, , 0 '.0 
IX 
." 23 
" 
0 3 13.0 
X 1457 
" 
13 , , '.1 
'" 
3" as 11 , 0 2.3 
XIT 125 
" 
, , 0 10.7 
xm 
'" " • 
3 2 16.1 
"'" 
381 
" • 
1 2 12.0 
XV 1924 108 113 1 0 0.9 
XVI 
'" " " 
1 , '.0 
xvn 11 , 90 13 , 0 2.2 
xvm 
'" 
.. , 0 , 10.4 
"" 
1084 
" 
30 1 3 ,., 
XX m 
" " 
1 , ILl 
XXI 100' 
'" 
, , 0 3.0 
ined in most families were not a random sample but were largely those 
which were suspected of being nullisomic. Any telocentric or isochromo-
some which was transmitted in appreciable frequency through the pollen 
would tend to be concentrated in the sample examined, provided that plants 
carrying the telo or iso were less vigorous than those with the intact mono-
some. For example, relocentrics and isochromosomes for one arm of 
chtomosome VI are evidently transmitted readily through the pollen, and 
about n per cent of the male gametes carrying them combine with de-
ficient female gametes to produce plants with a monotelo- or mono-iso-
some. These ace difficult to distinguish from nuUi-VI plantS, with the re-
sult that about half the seedlings that appear to be nullisomic turn out to 
carry a monotclo- or mono-isosome. Indeed, since only 5 of the 15 plants 
listed in the table as nullisomic were confirmed cytologically, it is possible 
that several of the other 10 actually possessed a monotclo- or mono-isosome, 
in which case more than half of the suspccted nullisomics were monOtelo-
or mono-isosomic. A similar situation probably accounts for the high fre-
quencies of telos and 1505 reported from mono-III, mono-VII, and mono-
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XIII. Even though the frequencies were high in the samples examined, it 
is likely that in the complete populations most of the telos and iS05 were 
overlooked. This is because most of those produced on the female side must 
have been covered up by the predominantly normal male gametes, with the 
production of normal-appearing plants, few of which were analyzed cyto. 
10gicaUy. 
For some chromosomes, it may be assumed that relatively few tdos and 
isos came through the pollen, and therefore that the sample, loaded with 
nuliisomics, had fewer than a random number of telos and isos. With 
chromosome XV, for example, the 108 plants examined cytologically in-
cluded 37 nullisomics. 
For a few chromosomes, data are available on the chromosome consti. 
tution of entire families, or of reasonably random samples therefrom. These 
data, presented in Table 10, are not extensive enough to show whether or 
TABLE lO--FREQUENCIES OF TELOCENTRICS AND ISOCHROMOSOMES 
Chromosome 
, 0.0 
XI ,. 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
XVI 
" 
0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
XX 
" 
, 0 2 2.0 U 
"'" '" 
0 , 0 3.2 0.0 
Totals 335 3 , • 3.0 L2 
nOt there are differences between chromosomes in the frequency of produc-
ing telocencrics and isochromosomes. The totals for the eight chromosomes 
concerned, though somewhat below those for IX (3.0 per cent VI. 4.2 per 
ceoc for tdos and 1.2 per cent VI. 2.8 percent for isos), do noc differ signifi-
cantly from the values for mono-IX given by Sears (1952a). It may be 
significant that in this sample no offspring occurred with a mono·isosome. 
Since most isochromosomes do not pass readily through the pollen in com· 
petition with normal, the mono-iso plants would be largely those resulting 
from union of a nullisomic male gamete with an iso-carrying egg, and 
these would be rare. Their freguency would usually be increased by se-
lection of planes resembling nuliisomics for exarrination, and many mono-
isosomics were observed in the larger, non-random sample of Table 9, in-
cluding some for each of the chromosomes of Table 10 except XI and XXI. 
Breeding Behavior of Monotelo· and Mono-isosomics 
For most of the monOtelo- and mono-isosomes thete is no reason to 
think that their transmission on the female side differs appreciably from that 
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of normal monosomes. For telo- and iso-IX (Sears, 1952b) no signifiant 
difference from nor motl W2S found either in trotnsmission fre<juency or in 
!:lte of misdivision. 
On the male side the amount of transmission of a monotelo- or mono-
isosome is determined by the degree of advanrage enjoyed by pollen carry-
ing the telo or iso in comparison with nullisomic pollen. With some telos, 
such as the long arm of IX, the otdvantage is about the same as that of nor-
mal VI. nullisomic pollen (Sears, 1952b). In most ascs, however, gametes 
carrying a telocenrric instead of a norma.1 chromosome have less advantage 
ovec deficient gametes, with the result that more nullisomic pollen func-
tions. The difference is even more pronounced with mono-isosomes, where 
the gametes carrying them are not only deficient fo r one arm but duplic2ted 
fo r the other. For the long arm of chromosome IX, Sears (1952b) reported 
that 26.4 ptr cent of funct ioning male gametes from mono-isosomic plantS 
were nulli, 30.0 per cent had a derived monotelosome and only 43.6 per 
cent were monO-iSO. For;1 chromosome XIII mono-iso the figures, based 
on only 30 male gametes otna.\yzed, were 33.3 ptr cent nulli, 62.4 ptr cent 
mono-iso, and 4.4 per cent monotelo. In both cases the frequency of func-
tioning nullisomic pollen was much higher than from ordinary monosomics. 
The fre<juency of derived telocentrics trotnsmined was much higher with IX 
than with XIII, wh ich suggests that the poor tnnsmission of iso-XIII is 
largely due to deficiency for one chromosome arm, rotIher than to duplica-
tion for the other arm; and rhe telocentric therefore has li ttle advantage over 
the isochromosome. 
More extensive data are :l.Vailable on tr;tnsmission of mono-iso- and 
monotelosomes following selfing (Table 11 ). The indiCll.ted fCe<juencies of 
nuiHsomies, determined on the basis of the total number of plants, are sub-
ject to some of the same reservations as the frequencies of nullisomics re-
porred for ordinary monosomics (Table 4). In particular, some nuUisomics 
tend to be missed, because they do nor differ conspicuously from the mono-
telosomics. 
The frequenCies of nullisomics obtained from mono-iso- and monotelo-
somics ue in general distinctly higher than from normal monosomics. This 
is particularly tcue for th~ mono-isosomics and is otttributable to the rela-
tively high fraction of nullisomic pollen which functions. Eight of the 14 
tdos tested (excluding XVIII, which had but 6 offspring) gave rise to few, 
if any, more nullisomics than did the corresponding normal monosomics. 
These were tdo-I, -IV, -VI, -IX, -XV (telo-L), -XVII, -XIX, and -XXI 
Presumotbly, pollen carrying these telocenrrics enjoyed about the same com-
petitive advantage over nullisomic pollen as does normal pollen, and hence 
linle nullisomic poUen functioned. As expected, in almost every case where 
data wer~ available for both a mono-iso and ot monOtelo for a particular 
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TABLE H __ CHROMOSOM E CONSTITtrrlON OF SELFED OFFSPRING OF 
PLAl.'TS WITH A MONO-ISO- OR MONOTELOSOME. WHERE 
DIFFERENT ARMS OF THE SAM E CHROMOSOME ARE 
INVOLVED, THESE ARE IDENTIFIED AS R (RIGHT) 
AND L ~LEFT) 
No. No . 
"" . .. '" "ith No 
.. '"
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" " 
, 27.8 , 7 , , 
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0 
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" " 
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, , 1 , 
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telo 6 • 0 0.0 2 0
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XIX Iso 37 , 3 8. 1 , , 0 , , 
.. to 85 
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3 3 .' 31 0 • 
, , 
XXI t.lo 
." " 
0 0.0 58 0 21 , , 
chromosome arm, as many or more nullisomics were obuined from the iso 
as from the telo. Chromosome XIII onnor be considered an exception, 
because so few dan. are available. W ith chromosome X, also, the data have 
no statistical Significance, although here, as will be pointed out later, the 
isochromosome is subject to certain unusual behavior. 
T he two telocentrics for chromosom e XV involved different arms of 
the chromosome. One resulted in a conSiderably higher frequency of nulli-
somics than the other. 
Where an iso and telo are included for tbe same chromosome, these 
involve the same arm in all cases except XVI. 
In genttal the data in Table 11 on the numbers of mono-iso- and mono-
relosomes and iso and telo pairs agree very well with the assumption that 
female transmission of monotelo- and mono-isosomes is essemially the same 
as for normal monosomes. On this basis, where the frequency of function-
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ing nullisomic pollen is negligible, monosomic offspring are expected ro be 
about three times as numerous as the disomics. W ith increasing frequencies 
of nullisomic pollen, the ratio of monosomic to disomic increases slighcly, 
but does not reach 4:1 until there is.50 per cent nullisomic poilen, a fre-
quency beyond any encountered here. Combining the data for all the 
chromosomes listed (except tela-IX, offspring of which were classified ge-
netically and could not therefore be scored as to wherher ditelo or mono-iso), 
there were 678 monosomic and 223 disomic plants. Considering the in-
dividual isos and telos, there are only three which deviated gteatly from 
expectation, IV iso, X iso, and XVI iso, and none of these d~iated signifi-
candy at the 1 per cent level. With IV and XVI, furthermore, where there 
was a deficiency of disomic offspring, it is possible that the di-iso types were 
particularly weak and tended to fall in the portion of the population not 
analyzed. Iso-X, on the other hand, produced more disomic offspring than 
expected, and there was no obvious difference between di-iso and mono-iso 
which would have led to inclusion of more of the former in the analyzed 
portion of the population. Furchermore, Dr. H. H. Li (personal communi-
cation) noted in China a tendency for this isochromosome to be transmitted 
in unduly high frequency. Evidently iso-X is not lost during meiosis with 
as high frequency as other monosomes. Since Li's material was the same 
as that studied here, the conclusion applies only to this particular iso-X. 
Whecher iso-X's ofindependenc origin and celo-X derived from the peculiar 
iso-X would show similar behavior remains co be determined. 
Monotdosomics and particulady mono-isosomics are useful for the 
production of nullisomics in relatively high frequency. Also as a source of 
nullisomic gametes for cerrain crosses, they are greatly preferable to ordinary 
monosomics, because che monosome when transmitted is cytologically dis-
tinguishable from a normal chromosome. 
Description of Monocelo- and Mono-isosomics 
Monotelo- and mono-isosomics also assist in the mapping of chromo-
somes, since [he presence or absence of a certain genic effect in one of these 
deficient types shows whether the gene concerned is located on the arm 
that is missing. On this account it is desirable that the monotelo- and 
mono-isosomics thus far observed be briefly described. To expedite com-
parisons of related chromosomes, the homoeologous groupings will be fol-
lowed. 
Homoeologous Group 1 
TeIOoI: The most conspicuous effect of telo-l is an increase in fertility 
over that of (he nullisomic. This arm evidencly carries the genes for inhibi-
tion of stiffness and coloracion of glumes, but it does not inhibit the tend-
ency toward lax spikes exhibited by the nullisomic. 
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Fi8l.lfC 16. (1) Spike and (b) pl:lllf of nul li$Omk XVII, :md (e) plane lnd (d) spike 
of mono-iso-XVII. (Plants 0,09 n:uunl size; 5pikC$ narural siR) 
Ttlo- and Iso-XIV: The one relo and twO isos observed have involved 
the same arm. The mono-isosamic is a slightly more vigorous, wider-leaved , 
thicker-culmed plant th2n nulli.XIV. with spikes nearly normal in size and 
appearance, but of only about half normal fe rtil ity. The mono-teloso mic 
is more or less intermedi2tC ~rween mono-iso-XIV and nulli-XIV. 
Tt/o- and Iso-XVII: T his arm of X VII has its main effect in increas-
ing fertility, one do~ (telo) being practically as effective as twO (iso). Seed 
sets are increased to over :SO per cenc in some spikes. Spike size in the mono-
isosamic (Fig. 16 c, d ) remains abou t the same as in the nullisomic ( Fig. 
16 a, b). and plant vigor is only slightly increased. 
Hom oeologous Group 2 
TIItr and /so· II: Mono·isosomes have been observed for both arms of 
chromosome II , and te10centrics fo r what may be called the right arm. The 
right a.rrn carries genes for normal synapsis, for female fertili ty, for tough-
ness of glumes, and for prom otion of awn growth. Right·aem mono.iso-
$Omics a.re fairly fe rtile, but spikes (Fig. 17 c) have long internodes similar 
to the=: nullisomic (Fig. 17 a) and may have reduplicated spike1eu. The mono-
telosomic (Fig. 17 b) tends to be intermediate in appearance between the 
mono-iso and the nullisomic, and is almost completely female sterile. The 
left arm carries the gene or genes for normal internode length but appar-
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Figure 17. Spikes of (a) nullisomk II , (b) right-arm monotelosomic-II, (c) right-
arm mono-isosomic-II. (d) left-arm mono-isosomic-n, and (e) monosomic-II. (0.95 
narur:a.l size.) 
ently has little effect on fecrility, left-arm mono-isosomics (Fig. 17 d) being 
completely female sterile. Glumes are thin and papery in mono-iso-L 
Telo- and lJo-XIII: The right arm of XIII carries mOSt of the genes 
necessary for female fertility, the gene (or genes) for promotion of awn 
growth, and the gene (or genes) for normal spike-internode length. Similar 
genes are present on the hom~ologous chromosome II, but there the gene 
for normal internode length is on a different arm from the awn-promoting 
gene. Right-arm mono-isosomics (Fig. 18) are fairly normal in plant ;lnd 
spike characteristics, but are poorly fenile. A left-arm monotelosomic ob-
served was much like nulli-XIII in appearance and was also completely fe-
male sterile. 
Tdo- and lJo-XX: Both telo and iso have been obtained for the.left 
arm, and an isochromosome for the right arm. The monotelo- and mono-
isosomic for the left arm arc only slightly different from the nullisomic in 
plant characteristics. Spikes are similar to the nulli, except that internodes 
are of about normal length. Fertility is extremely low. Iso-R has only been 
observed in combination with a normal Xx. It is dear, however, that the 
gene for awn promotion lies in this arm . Presumably the arm also carries 
most of the genes for female fertility as well. Apparently chromosome XX 
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Figure 18. Spikes of mono-iso-XIIl (N,wral size.) 
resembles II ramer th:an XIII in h:aving itS gene for norm:a.1 intemode length 
on the opposite arm from the awn-promoting gene. The gene for suppres-
sio n of spikelet reduplication is evidently on the same arm (right) as the 
:awn-promoting gene, XX differing nom II in this respect. 
Homoeologous Group 3 
Telo-and tiD- III: What may be called the right arm of III carries the 
nor m:a.I allele of the gene for asynapsis, while the left arm carries mOSt of 
the genes for plant vigor and normal spike characteristics. Hence right-
urn monou:lo- and mono-isosomics have normal synapsis but are almost 
as dwufed and short-spiked as nullisomics. Left-urn monoteiosomics are 
of neuly normal height and have a fairly normal-appearing spike (see Fig. 
2 in Sears, 1952b), but are partially asynaptic_ Neatby's (1933) virescent 
gene is located on the len arm_ 
Tew-XII: T his monotelosome increases slightly the size and vigor of 
plants carrying it, but itS chief effect is in increasing fertility. 
Tefo. and lIo-X V I: Mono-iso-L plants are vegetatively almost as dwarf-
ed as nulli-XVI, and are difficult [Q distinguish n om nullisomics in euly 
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stages. Their spikes are nearly normal in length under very favorable con-
ditions and may reach 50 per cem of full fertility. Awns are distinctly in-
creased. Seeds are white. Monotdo-R plants are more vigorous and nearer 
normal, being distinguishable from nullisomics as seedlings. Spikes are 
short, but in ditdo plantS under [he most favorable conditions are nearly 
of normal length. Fertility is low in the monotelo, but may run over 50 
per cent in the best spikes of diteJos. Awns and seed color are normal, show-
ing that the right arm carries genes for awn inhibition and red seed color. 
Homoeologous Group 4. 
Teltr and Iso-IV: The arm involved here has little effect on plant (Fig. 
19) or spike, but restores male fertility. There is some improvement in vig-
or, particularly with the mono-iso (Fig. 19 c) . Mono-isosomic plants have 
, 
, , 
\ 
I , 
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a b 
Figure 19. Plants of (a) null isomj, IV, (b) monotelo-IV, and (,) mono-iso-IV. 
(0.12 natural site.) 
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somewhat couser culms and broader leaves than the nullisomic, but these 
are Still below normal in width. 
Ttltr and lib-VIII: The arm that has been obtained as telo :and iso in-
cre:ases pl:ant height :and vigor somewh:at (Fig. 20) :and restores m:ale fer-
tility. Seed sets from selfing:are low, however, with both mono-iso :and 
monotelo. In the mono-isosomic (Fig. 20 c), particularly, dUering is more 
nearly norm:al th:an in the bushy nullisomic, :and culm diamet(:r :and le:af 
width ue increased tow:ard normal. T he gene for hooded :awns is not 10-
cued on this :arm. 
Ttlo-XV: Both monotelosomics are difficult to distinguish from nulH-
XV in seedling suges, with telo-R (Fig. 21 b) more ne:arly norm:al:at later 
st:ages. Telo-l has spikes very simil:ar to nulli-XV but with sufficient m:ah,: 
fertility to set an occ:asionalseed. Telo-R spikes (Fig. 21 c) :are somewhat 
longer :and ue more fenile. 
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Figure 20. PlantS of (a) nullisomic VIII, (b) monoceio-VIII, and (c) mono-iso-
VIII. (0.11 natural size.) 
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Figurc 21. Pbnu of (l) nullisomic XV and (b) right-arm monrclo-XV, lnd (c) 
spike of right-arm monordo-XV. (0.09 natunl 5izc and naroral size, respectively.) 
Hom fJeologous Group, 
Teh- anti h". V: The arm for which tdos and isos have been obtained 
is the long arm and apparently contains the large majority of the genes af-
fecting size, vigor, and fertility_ Mono-isosomics resemble the normal rath-
er closely in:all plant and spike charaCters, bU[ are slightly reduced in height 
(see Fig. -4 in Sears,1952b). 
Ttf.o- antllJo.IX: The effects of this arm, which is the longer one, have 
been described before (Se;trS, 1952a). The genes for speltoid suppression, 
pubescent node, spring habit of growth, and awn suppression, as well as 
practically :all of the genes for vigor and fertility, are located on it. Mono-
isosomic plants and spikes (Fig. 22 a; see also Fig. 1 in Scars, 1952a) are 
essentially norm:al. 
Tth- anti Is".XVlll: One arm of XVIII carries :almost all of the effective 
genes of this chromosome. It is this arm for which the iso and telo have 
been obtained. The mono·isosomic (Fig. 22 b, c) is accordingly relatively 
norm:al in all its characteristics. The monoce1o rescnbles the normal mono-
somic in being somewhat late, but otherwise differs little from normal. 
Homoeologous Group 6 
Tth- anti h". VI: The iS05 ~d telos obtained for VI (Fig. 23 a, b) have 
little effect except in producing male fertility . 
Tt/o- anti Iso-X: The right-arm has little effect on the morphology of 
the plant, mono-jso-X (Fig. 23 d) being difficult to distinguish from nulli-
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Figure 22. Plants of (1) mono-isosomic·I X, (b) mono·isosomic XVIII , with a 
nullisomic tiller (right), and spike of (c) mono-iso-XVUI. (O.09 natural site, 0.106 
narural si ~e and narural site, respectively.) 
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Figure n Plants of (a) nullisomic VI, (b) mono-isosomic VI, (c) nulli·X, and 
(d) mono-iso-X. (0.09 nnun! size.) 
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Figure 24. Plants of (a) nullisomic XIX and (b) relomono-XIX. (0.09 nanual sile.) 
X (Fig. 23 c). However, the arm d~s suppress the tendencies toward leaf 
necrosis and pistillody which characterize the nullisomic, and it restores 
male fertility. It d~s not carry the suppressor of awns located on chromo-
some X. The effect of two doses of the isochromosome is little, if any, dif-
ferent from that of one dose. As noted previously, female transmission of 
the isochromosome appears to be abnormally high. The leff arm contains 
the awn-suppressing gene, Bz, and also makes for normal glume charac· 
teristics and male fertiliry. Spikes of monotdo·X(L) are small but otherwise 
more or less normal in appearance, and show up to 50 per cent sets of seed. 
YeW- and ho·XIX: Here again the chief effect of the arm concerned 
is to raise fertility to around 50 per cent in some spikes. Plant and spike 
characters remain much the same as in the nullisomic (Fig. 24). 
Homoeologous Group 7 
Yeltr and Iso· VII: This afm of VII apparendy has little or no beneficial 
effea on plant or spike. In fact, there is some indication that the mono·iso· 
some decreases fertility in comparison with the nullisomic. The di.iso, with 
four doses of the arm, is extremely dwarfish and almost sterile (Fig. 25 a), 
being greatly inferior to the tetrasomic. 
Yeltr and Iso-XI: The chid effect of the afm involved here is to increase 
fertility (Fig. 25 b). This is achieved, at leaSt in parr, by suppression of the 
tendency toward pistillody exhibited by nulli-XI. 
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f igw-e 2'. Spikes of (a) di-jsosomic VII and (b) mono-iso-XI. (Natunl me.) 
T,ItJ-XXI: As with chromosome VII, there is considerabJe doubt dut 
the monOtelosomic is improved over the nullisomic in vigor or fertility. In-
ca are not avail2ble as to whether the arm is deleterious in higher doses. 
Clearly the arm has an advantage in pollen competition, as shown by the 
rarity of functioning nullisomic poUen from monotelo·XXI. 
CHIMERAS 
Numerous chimeras have been observed which were due to somatic 
loss of a telocentric or to its conversion into an isochromosome. Loss of one 
or boch arms of an isochromosome also has been noted, as well as forma· 
tion of an added telocentric from an isochromosome. These: chimeru have 
been most thoroughly studied for iso- and telo-IX, but thc:y occur also with 
other telocentrics and isochromosomes (Fig. 22 b). They have already been 
dealt with in considerable detail in another publiation (Sears, 19:52b). 
A different type: of chimera involves loss or dupliaotion of entire chro-
mosomes. These chimeras, which are evidently racher rare anyway, prob-
ably escape observation in mOSt c2ses, in as much 2S they usua.lly consist 
only of sectors with tIisomes and monosomes. In a monosomic pl2m, so-
muic loss of the monosome would give rise to a nullisomic sector and this 
sector would ofcen be detect2ble. No such sectors h2ve bttn observed in 
monosomlCS. 
Sever21 chimeras h2ve been found in nullisomic pl2ncs. Two of these 
are illustI2ted in Figure 26. Both of these p12ntS in early stages were typi· 
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Figure 26. Chimera! plantS from nulli-XVI. The: fin! tillcr (indiCl!ed by arrow) 
of (2("h plant wu rypiaJ nulli-XVl, but in (a) [he laler tillers had 16 disome5, 2 trisomes, 
and 2 monO$()mC5; while in (b) they had 12 disomes and 8 crisomes. (0.10 natural size.) 
c:al nulli·XVI. As tillers developed, however, these were mostly non-null i-
somic in appearance. Cytological examin:l.tion of the non-nullisomic por-
dons revealed th:u in one plam (Fig. 26 a) there we(e 2 trisomes and 2 
monosomes plus 16 disomes, and in the otner plant (Fig. 26 b) 8 trisomes 
plus 12 disomes. Clculy the non -nullisomic chuacteristics of these twO 
plams may be attributed to the presence of one or twO hom()(:oiogolls tri-
somes able to compensate to some extent for the absence of chromosome 
X VI. 
Another chimeral plant W2S nulli-Ill in ~I but one tiller. This one 
tiller h2d 2 large yellowish senor, involving more eh2n h21f the nrst 1e2f. 
L2ter 1enes, which developed when eempeneures were higher 2nd thus 
more f2vonble to chlorophyll development, did not show pronounced 
chlorophyll deficiency. T his tiller 2mined only 2bout one-h2lf the norm21 
length for nulli-III, 2nd ehe spike produced W2S sm21l, 2bnorm2l, 2nd quite 
sterile. Chromosome III is known co carry 2 gene which presuffi2bly is in-
volved in chlorophyll production, since it is the norm2121lde of Ne:ttby's 
virescent. Thu complete loss of chis gene does not le:td to chlorophyll2b-
norm2lity suggests th2c there is 2 duplicate locus on at le:tst one other 
chromosome. In nulli-III then, loss of this duplicue locus, even of only one 
member of the gene p2.ir, might le2d ro defective chloroph yll. Thus this 
chimera seems best explained 2$ 2 sector fro m which at ie:tse one whole 
chromosome h2d been lost. 
T he one other chimen occurred in 2n FI hybrid between mono-XXI 
and NC2tby's virescent. Presum2bly the plane W2S origin211y a simple mono-
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somic. One of the sevel'lll tillers was about half of virescent phenotype. 
Since virescent is re«S$ive U1d ineffective when hemizygous, it wu dear that 
this sector must have carried twO doses of the virescent gene. No virescenc 
offspring were obtained, either from the spike borne on the affected tiller 
or from other spikes. It would appear, then, that there was a somatic seg-
regation such that the virescent sector received twO doses of the virescenr 
gene and the resc of the plant became deficient for virescent. The virescent 
sector involved only a small fraction of the plant, nor including any germi-
nal tissue. That the segregation depended upon aberrant distribution of 
whole chomosomes is indicated by the fact chac the non-virescenr sector 
proved to be mono-III (as well as mono-XXI and trisomic for an unidenti-
fied chromosome). Since chromosome III curies rhe virescent gene, 11 (Sears, 
1953), U1d since this gene is presumably effe<tive in two doses even in the 
presence of one or more doses of V, it seems dear that the chromosome 
carrying 11 must have undergone non-disjuncrion to produce one sector VII V 
(virescent) U1d another sector V (non-virescent). 
The fou r chimeras described all suggest mitotic non-disjuncrion affect-
ing twO or more chromosomes at once. In one case both halves of all eight 
chromosomes concerned went to the same pole, while in the ocher cwo ana-
lyzed cases, some went to one pole and some to the other. With the nulli-
XVI chimeras it may be 25Sumed that the complementary sectors, each mon-
osomic for at least one of the homoeologues of XVI, were unable to com-
pete successfully in growth and hence were not discernible in the m:ature 
pl:anrs. In the mono-XXI chimeral p!:ant, no ponions were found with the 
parental constitution, suggesting thac the segreg:ation took place at a very 
early stage. 
DISCUSSION 
T he Genic Basis of the N ullisomic Effect 
It h:as been est:ablished th:at the 21 chromosomes of whe:ac f:all into 
seven "homoeologous" groups of three. W ithin each of these groups, the 
tetrasome of :anyone chromosome will compensate, :at le:ast in !:arge p:an, 
for the nullisome of either of the other cwo. Stated another w:ay,:a p:arricui:ar 
nullisomic shows the effect of the loss of cerc:ain genes, and either of the 
twO homoeologous teuasomes will compensate for these lost genes. A rea-
sonable explanation of chis behavior is that the homoeologous chro mo-
somes carry dupliates of the lost genes, and that the norm2.1 gene dos:age is 
therefore restored by incre:asing the number of either homocologue to four. 
The genes concerned in the nullisomic effect ue thus normally presenf in 
six doses, and the effect is due to reduction of the dosage to four. 
In a non-polyploid organism, it is comon for genes to re2.ch:a satura-
tion level at one dose, with little or no addition:al effect resulting from in-
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creasing the dose to twO or more. This is the basis for the phenomenon of 
dominance. Since wheat is a hexaploid, one might expect that some of its 
genes would fail to reach the saturation level in one dose, and this has 
proved true for several of the genes thus far swdied. However, one would 
not expect a high proportion of the genes of a hexaploid to fail to reach 
the saturation point in four doses, three being the equivalent of one dose 
in a diploid. Thus it is a priori likely that few genes are involved in the pro-
duction of the nullisomic effect, these being genes which show a pronounced 
effect of reduction in dosage from six to four. 
There is experimental evidence that few genes are responsible for the 
chal'2cteristics of nullisomics. If many genes were involved, they ought to 
be distributed more or less at random throughout the chromosome. There 
are three chromosomes, V, IX, and XVIII, however, for which complete 
deficiency of one arm brings practically no part of the nullisomic effect. 
This strongly suggests that only a few of the genes on each chromosome 
are concerned in the nullisomic effect, and that in the three mentioned cases 
these genes happen to lie on only one arm, the longer one. Data for other 
chromosomes tend to confirm that few genes are involved in the nullisomic 
effect. Deficiency for one arm produces some of the characters of the nulli-
somic, while deficiency for the other arm gives rise to the other nullisomic 
characteristics. This is what would be expected with only a few effective 
genes on each chromosome, each gene largely or entirely controlling the ex-
pression of a particular character. 
Genes Ineffective When H emizygous 
Although only about 20 wheat genes have been studied in such a way 
(dosage series) as to permit determination of their effectiveness when hemi-
zygous, at least three have been found to be relatively ineffective-that is, 
they are nearly or completely recessive to their deficiency. These three are 
Neatby's virescent on chromosome III, the gene for spehoid suppression 
and squareheadedness on chromosome IX, and (he sphatrococcum gene on 
chromosome XVI. It appears, therefore, that chis type of gene may be fairly 
common in hexaploid wheat. The reason for the occurrence of such genes 
in wheat, although they are practically unknown in diploid organisms, pre-
sumably lies in the polyploid nature of whC2t (Sears, 19~3). A gene which 
in a diploid expresses itself in a single dose, is subject in a hexaploid to the 
action of modifiers from two additional related genomes. It is not surpris-
ing that under these circumstances one dose of the gene may noc be suf-
ficient to bring it to the threshold of expression. 
Gene Evolution in Wheat 
One of the hemizygous-ineffective genes, namely Neatby's virescent 
(1/), provides evidence concerning gene evolution in wheat. The virescent 
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gene interferes with chlorophyll production-only slightly or not at all in 
one dose, but with increasing effectiveness in twO and three doses. Its nor. 
mal allele, V, shows no signifiCl.nt effect on chlorophyll in dosages ofO to 
4, (hereby identifying itself as a null allele. This null allele annOt be a 
deficiency, however, because the virescent gene arose from it by mutation, 
and genes presumably do not arise tit nOflo. 
There 3ft two known types of gene to which the V allele might belong. 
One of these is the gene which has ~n inactivated or masked, as discovered 
by McOintock (19:;0) in maize. Such a gene, though capable of mutation, 
is of null effect. Mutaeion consists of (he unmasking of the gene, with re-
storation of its original function and stability. At the virescent locus, this 
would mean that fI was the normal allele, that it had been masked to give 
V, and that fI had been recovered by the unmasking of V. This is highly 
improbable, beCl.use fI is of such deleterious effect thac it could $Cucely be 
the normal allele. T he instability of v suggestS thac ie may have arisen by 
the masking of V, buc this possibility must also be ruled OUt, for complete 
loss of V lClids co no chlorophyll abnormality. 
The second type: of gene ~ms much more likely to be the type which 
includes V. It is a gene which is duplicated at one o r more other loci. In 
wheat there are presumably ffi'any such genes, duplicated on each of twO 
other chromosomes. This kind of gene, though active in the sense of form-
ing a product, shows no dosage effect, because its product is surplus in the 
presence of the fou r duplicate genes on the other cwo pairs of chromosomes. 
Being non-essemial, it is not restricted in mutating by the necessity of con-
tinuing to ful611 some vital function . 
Since v affects chlorophyll primuily, there is some reason to think that 
V may also be concerned in chlorophyll production. That this may be the 
case is suggested by evidence that chromosome III carries a gene which is 
essential to chlorophyll production in the lIbsence of one or more of the 
chromosomes homoeologou$ to III. The evidence consists of the occurrence 
of a chlorophyll..ddicient Sector in a nulli·III plant. 
An origin similar to that of vircscent ~ms likdy for the hemizygous-
ineffective sphaecococcum gene, J. The non-sphaecococcum allde, S, is in-
dicat!!~d by the 0-4 dosage series (0 be a null allele. As with V, it is improb. 
able that it is a deficiency, for the j allele is believed to h2ve arisen feom it 
as a mutant (Ellecton, 1939). A re2sonable assumption is that the parent S 
gene is one which is duplicated at other loci and hence is non.essential. 
Evidence is lacking that the incompletely dominant vulgue gene, Q 
(speltoid·suppressing and squarehead) , arOSe as a mutant of a triplicated, 
non.essenti.al gene. IndiCl.cions ue that tJ is a null allde, but the full dosage 
series has not been studied. McFadden and Seus' (1946) suggestion that tJ 
consists of a short segment intercalated from another species would mean 
that f{ is acrually a deficiency. 
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Only genes nOt fully effective when hemizygous hllve been considered 
here. There seems to be no re2son why this should be the only type of gene 
to hllve lIrisen from triplicated, non-essentialgenes. Not all muunts arising 
in this way should fail of expression in single dose. 
Tr:aoslocatioo of Parts Between Chromosomes 
The fllet that the 21 chromosomes fall into seven homorologous groups 
of thrtt suggests that in the evolution of wheat there has been ra ther little 
translocation of pares between chromosomes. On the other hand, it is cie2r 
chat reciprocal transloa.tion has nOt been completely suppressed, for severd 
translocations have been found in existing varieties: Chinese and Thatcher 
differ by a translocation involving chromosomes IV and X, Chinese and 
Poso by a translocation involving V and VII, and Chinese and Indian by a 
translocation involving III and VII. 
Obviously, translocations between unrelated chromosomes [end to de-
Stroy the integrity of the homocologous series, by creating chromosomes 
with homologies in two different groups. Thus far no case has been detected 
in which a chromosome has homology for twO groups.· This could mean 
that the variety used, Chinese Spring. has the primitive chromosome ar-
rangement, from which the various other u rangemems have Ixcn derived 
by translocations. On the other hand, it may simply be a consequence of the 
relative insensitivity of the test used to detect homology. 
The lack of sensitivity of the nullisomic-tetrasomic compensation test 
is due to the following circumStance. Where two chromosomes have a large 
proportion, say more than half, of their genes in common, it is to be ex-
pected that addition of the tetrasome of one chromosome to a plant nulli-
so mic fo r the other chromosome will cancel most of the nullisomic effeets 
and thereby improve the plant. Not all the nullisomic effects will be can-
celed, however, so the nullisomic-tetrasomic will not be equal to normal. 
Now if cwo chromosomes have only a fraction. ~y one-tench. of their genes 
in co mmon, there will be some canceling of nullisomic effects when the 
tetraSome is added to the nullisomic; but mOSt of these effects will remain, 
and to them will be added the deleterious effects of duplication for the other 
90 per cem of the genes. The net result may well be a nullisomic-tetrasomic 
plant which is weaker and less fertile than the simple nullisomic, and the 
10 per cent of homology will ,go undetected. 
Since translocated segments consist of only a part of one chromosome 
arm, they will usually include considerably fewer than half the genes of the 
chromosome concerned. Most instances of inter-group homology due to 
translocation may therefore fail of detection by the nullisomic-tetrasomic 
co mpensation test. It is thus possible that 2. part of the heterogeneity ob-
served in some of the homocologous groups may be the result of inter-group 
transloa.tion and that Chinese docs not have as primitive an arrangement 
·Sce footnote on page 4 for ~ exception to th is statement. 
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of chromosome putS as does some ocher variety. If the aneuploids had been 
obt:l.ined in another variety, the seven homoeo!ogous groups mighc have 
been more dear-cut than they are in Chinese. 
Ahhough 2 few rransl0C2tions might occur between chromosomes of 
different homoeologous groups without gteady affecting the integrity of 
the groups, the groups would inevitably be destroyed if many such trans-
locations occurred. The fact chat homologies within groups are of an en-
ti rely different order from homologies between groups clearly shows thar 
the groups are essentially intact and rhar relatively few cranslocations can 
have occurred.. 
PraCtical Val ue o f the Aneuploids 
From the descriptions and figures of the nullisomics, it is clear chat 
none of these is sufficiently vigorous and fertile to have an agronomic ad-
vantage over the normal. Monosomics and trisomies, though more nearly 
normal, do nOt breed true. Since some of the cetrasomics are nearly normal 
in vigor and fertility , these could be useful in special inst2.nces where it was 
desired to double t he normal dosage of a particular gene, such as one fo r 
disease resistance. However, tetCllsomics, though more stable than mono-
somics and trisomies, tend to produce some trisomic offspring (Table 8), 
and would revert in a few generations to the disomic (normal) type. O ne 
way of overcoming this difficulty would be to combine the tet~me with 
one of the twO homoeologous nullisomes, so that selection would favor the 
tecrasome and tend to eliminate any non-tetra (or-tei) plants which appear-
ed. A few of the nulli-terra com binations are vigorous and fertile, bue in-
su fficient tests have been made to show whether any of them could com-
pete 2gronomically with normal material. 
Although there is apparently no possibility that any nullisomic will 
have practical value (except if compensated for by a homoeologous tetra-
some), there is a chance that deficiency for a particui:tr chromosome arm 
might not be deleterious or might even be beneficial. It has been pointed 
OUt thar the short urns of chromosomes V, IX, 2nd XVIII have liede effect 
on the plant, and that one arm of chromosome VII 2Ctually seems to have a 
deleterious effect. However, there is little reason to believe that plants de-
ficien t for the short um of V, IX , or X VIII would come up to norma! in 
yielding ability; and there is no evidence yet that the loss of the one arm of 
VII would improve yielding ability. Even if a higher-yielding type could be 
obtained with a pait of telocentrics, there would presumably be some dif-
ficulty in maint2.ining the purity of the line, since telocentric chromosomes 
ue panicularly subject to somatic aberration and loss (Rhoades,l940; Sears, 
19~2b). Natural selection, however, might keep a vigorous line with a pair 
of telocentrics reasonably constant. 
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The nct thn ceruin individual arms of chromosomes can be dispensed 
with without much jf any deleterious effect, whereas no entire chromosome 
is readily dispensable. suggestS that still smaller deficiencies might be bene-
ficial, perhaps resulting in increased yielding abil ity_ The same conclusion 
can be reached from a considenrion of the fact that mOSt genes of wheat 
are present in duplicate or triplicate, and that these dosages may in some 
cases be beyond the optimum. Certainly some genes have dosage effects 2t 
levels of four to six, and it would be very surprising if every such gene had its 
optimum effect at six doses rather than four. Evolution would of course 
~suh in the accumulation of defiCiency mutations at these loci, thereby re-
ducing the dosage; but hexaploid when is believed co be a young species. 
on which evolution h2S had relatively li ttle time to work. Since deficiencies 
are readily induced by x-rays and o ther ionizing radiations, it follows that 
2 chance may exist for picking up mutations co groter yielding ability from 
x-ray and neutron ~perimencs such as Mac Key (19~4 ) has undertaken. 
Whether muucions to such chancrers as disease resist2nce an be ob-
tained by use of x-nys (or neutrons) should be determinable simply by test 
of the nullisomics. The large majority, or possibly all, of the induced mu· 
tantS will presumably be deficiencies (Stadler and Roman, 1948), and each 
nullisomic will show whether defi ciency for any parc of the chromosome 
concerned brings about increased disease resiscance. 
As indicned in 2 previous paper (Sears, 19B). the monosomics and 
nullisomics can be used in various ways to loote genes on particular chro-
mosomes. Already these mcthods are being used by a number of whot cytO-
geneticists, and a good start has been made tow2rd m2pping the chromo-
somes. SeveI21 genes for disease resistance, as well as some for morphologi. 
cal characters, have been located. The v2lue for who! improvement of a 
thorough knowledge of the genetic make-up of whot is obvious. 
Another promising avenue through which the work with aneurloids 
may contribute to wheat improvement is the substitution of a pair 0 chro-
mosomes from one variety into another. This can rodily be done, using the 
nullisomics 2nd monosomics (Sears, 1953) , and it is entirely possible thar 
some of the substituted lines will be bettcr chan the host lines. This would 
be a type of hybrid vigor in which the increased vigor was due to inteI2Ction 
between genes at different loci. 
O' Mara (1947 ) found that when a p2ir of haity-neck chromosomes 
fro m rye was substituted fo r the chromosome·IX pair of wheat a much Il!0re 
nearly normal plane W2S obt2ined chan when the rye pair was simply added 
eo the entire wheat complement. Ie is possible that ceruin o ther chromo-
somes from rye or from other gtnera related to whot might advant2geously 
be substituted for specific wheat chromosomes. This can be done using the 
nullisomics 2nd monosomics. First, an addition line is obtained which has 
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the full 21 wheat pairs plus the desired pair from the foreign species (see 
O'Mara, 1940, for the technique of making such addirions), This addition 
line is then crossed with a particular nullisomic Ot monosomie. FI plants 
are monosomic for both the wheat chromosome concerned and (he foreign 
chromosome. In F2 the desired substitution type, nullisomic for the wheat 
chromosome and disomic for the fo reign chromosome, may be obtained ; 
or the Fl , as the female parent, may be backcrosscd co the 22-pair line, and 
BI individuals selected which are monosomic for the wheat chromosomes 
and disomic for the foreign chromosome. Following seifing , these mono-
somic-disomic plants should produce some nullisomic-d isomic offspring, 
part icularly if the foreign chromosome tends to compensate for the missing 
wheat chromosome. Whether obtained in F, or following backcrossing, the 
nullisomic-disomies will ordinari ly be distinguishable from other 21 -pair 
plants by [he genetic effects of the fo reign chromosome. 
SUMMARY 
All of the 21 possible monosomics and rrisomies, together with their 
nullisomic and tetrasomic derivatives, have been obtained in the common-
wheat variety, Chinese Spring. The monosomies and trisomies were chiefly 
obtained from haploids and from partially asynaptic nullisomic III . More 
than 200 monosomes and 35 rri somes were identified. 
The chromosomes of the AB (em mer) genomes are numbered I to 
XIV, and chose of the D ( A tgibJPJ JquamHa) genome XV to XXI. On the 
basis of generic relationships indicated by the ability of temsomes co com-
pensate for nullisomes, the 21 chromosomes fall into seven homoeologous 
g roups of three chromosomes each. 
Most monosomies and rc isomies differ little from normal. Nullisomics 
are mostly of greatly reduced vigor and fertiliry , but all survive co marurity 
and are a£ least partly ferdle either as male or female or boch. MOSt have 
dis tinctive plant and spike characteristics. Tett2som ics rend to differ from 
normal in the opposite direction from the corresponding nullisomics but 
ro a smaller excent in most but not all cases. Every tetrasomic has boch fe-
male and male fertility. 
MeasurementS of monosomes at second telophase of meiosis showed 
greater length differences than at nm metaphase. Even at second telophase, 
however, few monosomes could be identified with certainty. 
Frequencies of nullisomic offspring from monosomic plants ranged 
from 7.6 per cent ro 0.9 per cen t. These frequencies are believed to depend 
on about 25 percent fe male transmission of monosomes, together with male 
uansmission oHrorn about 90 per cent to almost 99 per cent. 
T he various u isomics produced from 0.5 to 12.5 per cent tett2sornics, 
with an average of 3.3 per cent. Since female transmission of the extra 
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chromosome is about 45 per cent, male transmission averaging about 7 
per cent is indicated. 
Nullisomics that were fertile bred reasonably true, except for partially 
asynaptic nulli-IIL Tetrasomics were less constant, tending in particular 
to produce trisomic offspring. 
Either a telocentric or an isochromosome or both has been obtained for 
each of the 21 monosomes. They have appeared in high frequency (3.0 per 
cent tdos and 1.2 per cent isos for the eight chromosomes, exclusive of IX, 
for which suitable data are available). On the female side monOtelo· and 
mono-isosomics are evidencly transmitted in frequencies similar to chose of 
ordinary monosomies, with the possible exception of iso-X. T hrough the 
pollen, transmission of monotelos and particularly mono-isos tends to be 
less than of the corresponding intact monosomes, with the resule that more 
nullisomic offspring are recovered. The monocelo- and mono-isosomies 
show which chromosome arms carry various genes. 
Chimeras have been found which involved loss or duplication of one 
or more chromosomes .. Such loss or duplication is more like·'" to have a 
detectable effect in aberrane material, such as nullisomics, where duplica-
tion of a homoeologous chromosome may produce a more nearly normal 
plane, and loss of such a chromosome may increase the abnormality. 
T he characteristics of nullisomics are believed largely due co reduction 
in dosage of triplicate genes, the genes concerned being relatively few in 
number. 
Evidence is presented for the origin of certain genes in wheat through 
mutation at loci that are non-essential because of being duplicated on other 
chromosomes. 
Translocations have been observed between varieties of wheat, and 
these translocations must tend to destroy the inregrity of the homoeologous 
groups. T hey have failed to do so, however, presumably because there have 
been relatively few of them. 
T he aneuploids of wheat are making possible a thorough genetic analy-
sis, through which they contribute greatly to wheat improvement. Other 
practical possibilities include balanced nullisomic-tetrasomic combinations, 
ddlciencies for pares of chromosomes, and substitutions of eneire chromo-
somes from other varieties and genera. 
'6 MISSOURI A GRICU LTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
G LOSSARY 
Aneuploid, 2n individu:lI with other than an extc! multiple of the haploid complement 
of chromosomes. 
Asynaptic, used loosely here to denote the pre$C:nce of unpaired homologous chromo-
somes 2t 6rsc meiotic metapht5e. In 2 stricter sense, would exclude (asa of de-
synapsis, where ptiring occun in prophase but is not mainu.incd urllil metaphase. 
Cuim, the jointed stem or grasses. 
OJ·isosome-, a pair of isochromosomes. 
Diploid, an individual or spedes with twice the basic complement of chromosomes. 
Also, in allopolyploid species an ordinary individual hiving each chromOJOme 
present in duplicate, in disrincdon from the haploids and triploids Ihn also occur. 
DOOme-, a chromosome present in twO doses, the normal number for 1 diploid organism. 
Ditelosome, a plir of telocentric chromosomes. 
Euhaploid, a nue haploid, in comnsr with individulls deficiem or dupliC1ted for one 
or more whole chromoso~. 
Euploid, 1n individual with 1n exacr multiple of the haploid complement of chromo-
somes. 
Genome, Strictly speaking, rhe entire genic complement of 1n organism; but common· 
Iy used in litenture daling with wheat to denote the separate sets of chromosomes 
derived through polyploidy from different ancestral difloid species. Thus,21-pair 
hexaploid what has genomes A, B, and D, ach conSIsting of7 pairs of chromo· 
somes. 
Glumes, the bracts endosing the flowers of gr~ses. In wheat each spikelet is enclosed 
in a pair of outer, or em try, glumes, and e:ach separate floret is endO'Sed by a lemma, 
or flowering glume. an a pa!«. 
H aploid, an individual having only one of each kind of chromosome. 
Hemizygous, a term applied to a gene which is present in only one dose with no ac· 
companying allele. Every gene on a monosome is hemilygous. 
Heterobrac:hi11, having one arm longer rhan the other. 
H CX3ploid,lO individual or species having six times rhe: b~ic: number of chromosomes. 
In 1n autohexaploid 111 six setS are: the: same, while in an allohe:xaploid, like what, 
three different sets are represented. 
Ho moeologous, as applied to chromosomes, homologous in pan (sec: Huskins, 1941 ). 
Idiogram, a diagram showing the relative lengths md centromere positions of the dif-
ferent chromosomes of an organism. 
Isochromosome, a chromosome with identic11 arms. Herein frequently shortened to 
"isc." ho-IV =an isochromosome for one ann of chromosome IV. 
Lemma, the flowering glume, which, rogether with dIe palea., endoses the individual 
flower of grasses. 
Misdivision, crosswise instead of longitudinal division of a centrOmere. Only known 
to affect univalent chromosomes. May occur at either first or second division of 
meiosis. Gives rise to isochromosomes and relocemrics. 
Mono-isosome, an isochromosome present in single dose. 
Monosome, a chromosome present in single dose:. Mono·I V:::: either monosome IV 
(i. t., chromosome IV present in single: dose) or monosomic IV (i, I., a plant which 
carries monosome IV). 
MODQtelosome, a telocentric chromosome present in single dose. 
Nullisome, a chromosome al together lacking. Nulli ·IV : eieher the deficiency for chro-
mosome IV, or 1 plant nullisomic for chromosome IV. 
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Polyploid, an individu:u or species having more than twice the Insk number of chro-
mosomes. 
T elocenttic chro mosome,:l chromosomc wich only onc arm and hcnce:l ter minal 
centromere. Herein frequently shoncned to "cclo." 
Tctrllsomc, a chromosomc prcsent in four doses. Tetra- IV =cithcr thc CCttaSOme in-
volving chromosome IV or a plant Clmying tecrasomc IV. 
Triploid , an individual having cach chromosomc prescnt in triplicatc. Also used to 
designue individu:us with three chromosome scu which u c not necessarily ho-
mologous,;1S in hybrids between tetraploid and diploid species of wheat. ~e hy-
brids have t wO mOJ:c or less homologous scu and one wi th no homologuc. 
Trisome, a chromosome prC5Cnt in three doses. Tri-IV =ci thcr uisomc-IV or trisomic· 
IV. 
" 
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